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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, FRANK SCHILLING, a citizen of the United States, residing at Muncie, in the county of Delaware and State of Indiana, have invented and produced a new and original Design for Bottles, of which the following is a specification, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, forming part thereof, and in which similar letters of reference indicate corresponding parts in the several views.

Figure 1 is a side elevation of one side of a bottle, showing my design. Fig. 2 is a side elevation, and Fig. 3 is an elevation of the opposite side.

As shown in the drawings, the leading or material feature of my design consists of a bottle having centrally arranged on one side a circular raised portion A. Extending from this raised portion is a series of radially-arranged ribs B. These ribs extend partially around the bottle, as shown in Fig. 2. The opposite side of the bottle is provided with the flat surface C. Radially extending from this flat surface is a series of ribs D. These ribs, like the ribs B, extend partially around the bottle, as also shown in Fig. 2.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—

The design for a bottle, substantially as shown and described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand in the presence of two witnesses.

FRANK SCHILLING.

In presence of——

EDWARD O. WARD,

GEORGIA B. GREEN.